Student Council Plans For First Chinese Movie on Campus

"Song of China" will show three generations of Chinese family life, will have symbolic music and captions in both English and Chinese.

"Song of China," the first Chinese picture to be shown on Michigan State College campus, is scheduled to be shown in the school hall of the People's church at 7:30 next week. The film, a recent graduate student in agriculture, and Felix Shen, business administration junior, are organizing the picture to aid Chinese relief in China.

Kappa Sig Wins Sing Songs

1,500 Hour Song Contest Between Eight Fraternities

Kappa Sigma fraternity will appear in the Kappa Sigma-Sigma Chi-Iota Kappa Hour Song Contest for eight fraternities. The contest was called by the State College Student Council.

Fund Council Will Meet

Rutheam Foundation Trustees Hold First Conference

Meeting for the first time, the Rutheam Foundation trustees assembled on the campus of Michigan State College on Tuesday afternoon for a conference to solve problems of the foundation.

Service Frat Meets Today

Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity will meet tonight at 9:30 in Room 11 of the Administration Building.

Explosion Kill-State Grad

Lavon M. Gross, a Michigan State College senior, was killed in an explosion of dynamite last night in the Michigan State College chemistry building.

Four Faculty Members Honored

Awarded Nine Week Scholarships For Educational Work

Four Michigan State faculty members were honored last week at the presentation of nine week scholarships for educational work.

Botany Trip Announced

Annual Memorial Day Tour Open to All State Students

Fine weather and fresh air promised a thrilling trip to the upper peninsula for Michigan State students.

Singers Plan Big Show

Sadie to Sing, Dickie to Arrange Songs

Choral director of the Michigan State College will conduct a large cast in a two-act musical show arranged around the theme of "A Night at the Village Fair." The show will be presented in the Student Union and will feature the Michigan State College band and dance team.

All Sororities Will Sing In Contest

Panhelletic to Give Tennessee Trophy to be Prior

Every sorority will be represented in the annual Panhelletic hour song contest at 4:30 next week. The contest will be held in the Student Union auditorium.

Four college members who will be judged in the Panhelletic hour song contest are Selma J. Gross, Winona D. Synder and Mary Alice Gross, all members of the Michigan State College's Panhelletic organization.

Singers of the Panhelletic organization will be judged on their singing ability and their ability to work with the Panhelletic organization.
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An Expert Inspects The State News

You who voted against compulsory sub-
scriptions to the Spartan might be ask-
ing if Bob Kring himself is an expert on
the subject of subscriptions. The 14th
year has been a most difficult one for
everyone concerned. This is the time to
report on the operation of newspaper
business.

The experts representing the Associa-
tion of Colleges and Papers, of which the
State News is a member, returned a report
of "unrest" with the degree "Church's
Booster." The report in its unadulterated
form has been kept under the control of
the other college papers in the class having
given a better report.

Commenting on specific items, the critics
found that distribution to the news-agents
was "your campus coverage fragmental-
ly," and "the number of newspapers" was
even worse. "The paper is too expensive,"
they added, "and the quality is poor.

There is your financial report for the
past two terms; there is a week of tech-
ical excellence...

Scratches Bring High Prices

What would you give for a signature by
Shakespeare?

The price of a signed paper would have
been discounted—the seven
to one to date—and although after 19 months of research by Prof. B. R. Bell,
the collection of signatures has been
the University of Utah. It is reasonable-
to assume that Bob Kring is building his already famous reputation for
acquisition of this signature—bidding
which will be noticeable in hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

Building for that. What? that a strip of
acquired paper may be gathered into the
contents of some private collection—
more or less, an unexplicated museum, they
are to be protected by an army of
thousands of dollars. 

Here Shakespeare would have laughed
and nodded. He knew how much of per-
rsonal property he had sold. He knew that
the followers of his fellows were
Filipino might have made a few more times—his Shakes-
peare known.

But he never knew. And probably
will continue to prove so, if ever, it will
become "successful." America will con-
tinue to be the land of the free, until the
textual talent will continue to the land of
the prisoner, the slave of himself
in setting—setting,...-

DCL—TIT.
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Registration Notice
The 18th Annual Relay for Life, benefitting the American Cancer Society, will be held on Saturday, May 28, at 8:30 p.m. at the Central Michigan University Student Union.

PTA Petitions Line Bailey on Local School
Dr. William J. Bailey was today approached by the executive committee of the PTA of the school district for their support as a candidate for the position of principal of the Central Michigan University. Bailey, who has been a member of the school faculty for the past five years, is being considered by the PTA as a possible candidate for the position of principal.

Trojan Nine Girls For Ledger
Al Gallant, Shandie Hunnel and Day As Preps Travel
Seeking their second win of the season, East Lansing High's basketball team and their students from Grand Ledge today. Coach Ford Banyan indicated that he will start Al Gallant, jump started on, and

The Student Council of the Lansing High School was removed from the role of principal at the request of the student body. The position will now be filled by a search committee.

Council Proceedings
The Council of the Lansing High School was removed from the role of principal at the request of the student body. The position will now be filled by a search committee.

HAUrnu ATTENDS AAA TRAFFIC INSTITUTE
Train for Auto Safety
Chief David Hook of the Lansing Police Department was selected to attend the AAA Traffic Institute for Auto Safety. Hook will receive intensive training on traffic control and will return to Lansing to implement the new strategies learned at the institute.

Classes Hold Banquet
The classes of 1926 and 1927 held a reunion in the school auditorium. The event included a dinner and speeches from former classmates.

Inspecting Officers Will Give ROTC Unit Rating
The ROTC unit at the Michigan State University will be inspected by visiting officers from the state. The inspection will assess the unit's readiness and effectiveness.

Notice of Special Assessment
A special assessment notice will be mailed to all property owners in the area. The assessment will cover the cost of maintaining the local roads.

Edward Gibbons Plumbing & Heating
Prompt Repair Service
211 W. A. Avenue
Phone 104-22

Harborro's FOUNTAIN SERVICE
HICK'S DRY CLEANERS
Leads Again
Our modern equipment makes your clothes look and feel like their original quality.

4 Food Will Price It
$7.50
Phone 1-6221

PATRONIZE NEWS ADVERTIZERS
Nine Out to Snap Losing Streak Against California Here Today

Soph Hurler To Oppose Invaders
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State Netters Invade Detroit To Tackle Wayne U. Team
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